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RANDALL MANUFACTURING INTRODUCES NEW RANDALL STEPS
Elmhurst, IL (December 15, 2012) - Randall Manufacturing announced today the expansion of their Randall Ramps line to
include the new Randall Steps. Randall Steps will be available in January 2013. The exclusive design of Randall Steps
utilizes the same multi-step coating process used by the Military on their equipment - where performance, corrosionresistance, and product strength are key. The signature, aggressive walk surface of the Randall Ramps Line continues
on the new Randall Steps. The robust, gripping tread greatly increases driver traction, especially with ice and snow.
Combined with the added benefit of a raised side wall, which allows for secure foot placement when climbing in and out of
the trailer, Randall Steps have been engineered to be the safest, strongest Step available.
“Among truck drivers- falls, trips, and slips accounted for 29% of the accidents according to the latest BLS data,” said Fred
Jevaney president of Randall Manufacturing. “Randall Steps, as the Randall Ramps Line, have been engineered to
provide ultimate stability and traction to bring drivers maximum safety, confidence, and performance.”
Key Features
Aggressive, grabbing tread provides traction and stability where it’s needed most
Corrosion-resistant coating process meets Military standards
The only raised side wall available today ensures proper footing
High-visibility orange
Fits competitive brackets
Used at rear or side door
Weight capacity: 500 lbs.
Optional chain and latch
Custom sizes available
About Randall Ramps
Randall Ramps is a product line of Randall Manufacturing. For over 30 years Randall Manufacturing has been an
innovator in temperature zoning products, delivering a complete portfolio of product solutions to the transportation industry
– insulated portable bulkheads, center divide systems, insulated pallet covers and containers, strip doors and chutes.
The Randall Ramps Line includes Straight Walkramps with or without Lift Assist, Folding Walkramps, and now Randall
Steps. Randall Steps will available in January 2013. For product information, visit www.randallramps.com or call 800323-7424.
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